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Abstract

This paper investigates the disparity of the employment mobility between permannt workers
and temporary workers from the view point of labor demand adjustment cost by Japanese firm
level panel data set. It constructs a rich model of adjustment cost, which cooperates various
elements such as convex and non-convex factor as well as labor demand irreversability. We
analyzed the labor demand in the same framework as a capital investment theory. Applying
shadow value of labor stock can derive the analytical form solution of optimal policy, and we
measure it directly without using the stock value for the estimation. As a result of estimation,
we find that adjustent cost of permanent workers is significant for convex term, but is not
significant for non-convex term. Adjustment cost of temporary workers is also significant for
quadratic term. There is the possibility that firms can adjust temporary workers continuously
with much less adjustment costs for permanent workers. In addition to this, the cost of firing
permanent workers is much larger than that of hiring them.
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